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This unique product is the most effective hand applied

automotive cleaner developed to date. It combines the

best features of a fast acting cleaner, a high gloss polish

and a durable environmental sealer in an easy to use

product. Carefully chosen cleaners quickly strip away

pollutants and surface dirt while the natural solvent, d-

Limonene, provides the strength to remove tar, gasoline

spills and insect remains. A specially incorporated polish

gently removes surface oxidation to produce a

showroom luster.  Yet this product is safe for chrome,

aluminum, fiberglass and the clear coat finish of newer

automobiles.  Finally, a detergent-resistant, triple-

protection system binds to the finish top reduce the

effect of weather while producing a long lasting

brilliance.

Surfaces protected with this product are easier to clean,

resist surface oxidation and corrosion and are immune

to the damaging effect of salt deposits, harsh cleaners

and environmental fallout(acid rain) much longer than

comparable products.

DIRECTIONS: SHAKE WELL BEFORE USE!

1) Clean and dry vehicle to be treated.

2) Pour RP-7 onto a clean, damp cloth and apply to a 

section at a time, using firm circular, overlapping motion.

3) Let dry to a haze, buff off with a clean, soft cloth.

NOTE: Additional coats add to the deep, glass-like luster. Do

not use on flat black paint or black textured paints. Always

check for colorfastness of decals before application.

CAUTION

Harmful if swallowed. Use with adequate ventilation.

Avoid contact with eyes. In case of eye contact, flush

with cool water. If irritation persists, obtain medical

attention. If swallowed do NOT induce vomiting. Obtain

immediate medical attention.

KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN
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NET CONTENTS: ONE GALLON  (128 fl. oz.)

RP-7
AUTOMOTIVE CLEANER POLISH AND SEALANT

Technologically Advanced Environmental Shield 

Deep Cleaning Formula

Safe for All Vehicle Finishes

CAUTION

Harmful if swallowed. See side panel for additional

precautions and first aid instructions.

KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN
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